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How long is long-term finance? 3 Anonymous 10:10:09

What domestic policy and regulatory environments are necessary for further scaling-up climate finance and 

maximizing the impact it achieves on the ground?
55 Anonymous 10:15:26

How to ensure that the operating entities are fulfilling their mandates by securing access of all eligible country parties  

to available resources.
2 Nedal Katbeh 10:15:57

How can the UNFCCC process and its PARTIES guarantee continuous and in particular PREDICTABLE FINANCIAL 

RESOURCES for the Entities of Financial Mechanism?
9 ER 10:20:02

Full implementation of current NDC after securing all means for implementation  will lead to increase in temp. by 

more than 3 degrees, how to secure the fund?
0 Nedal Katbeh 10:21:55

What should be done to increase adaptation finance? The promise to balance support to mitigation and adaptation 

should be fulfilled
7 Anonymous 10:25:18

What can the formal negotiations here and at COP do to improve the flow of finance for adaptation (eg under the 

GCF)?
6 Anonymous 10:26:13

Is it appropriate for multilateral climate finance entities such as the Climate Investment Funds to be operating 

outside of the guidance of the UNFCCC COP?
6 Anonymous 10:26:20

How can the increased (and increasing) number of developed countries be reflected in future finance goals and 

scaling-up of climate finance?
53 Anonymous 10:26:47

What happened to fast start finance Is long term finance too late in light of IPCC special report on 1.5 4 Anonymous 10:32:57

How can we mobilize finance to help people & communities who face loss & damage due to climate change? And 

how do we address both rapid and slow onset disasters
20 Mattias Söderberg 10:33:08

The terms providers and recipients are new, do this mirrors AI and NAI? 0 Nedal Katbeh 10:42:47

How to ensure that climate finance is new and additional ? 4 Nedal Katbeh 10:43:29

How to use climate related financial risk assessment tools to increase adaptation finance (both public and private)? 3 Anonymous 10:47:59

Is carbon trading a good investment option regarding climate mitigation? Should this market gain more interest in 

the Paris Agreement for 2030?
0 Anonymous 10:52:37

De-carbonisation budget should be given more financing consideration since the effects of climate disasters will in 

one event reduce  gains achieved in all SDGs
0 Anonymous 10:53:33

Sli.do comments and questions



We broadly know the quantum of finance required for 2 and 1.5 degree. Can we agree on country-specific financial 

targets which Annex I Parties need to meet.
0 Anonymous 10:59:59

How can financial considerations be commensurate with technological considerations on a win-win basis? 0 Anonymous 11:00:26

What should be the ideal volume of funds for the replenishment of the Green Climate Fund ? 1 Anonymous 11:01:38

Any indication or road map to acheive the $US 100 billion? 3 Anonymous 11:01:41

What you think is the role of central banks and of commercial banks on filling the climate finance gap? 31 Anonymous 11:02:43

What work is being done to ensure consistent analytical approaches to assess present and future levels of climate risk 

exposure?
32 Anonymous 11:03:41

What considerations are given to unintended consequences of integrating climate risks into investment - e.g. capital 

flight from countries considered high risk?
21 Anonymous 11:06:43

Would a clear framing of foreseen results assist the various climate finance investors to mobilize additional climate 

finance? If yes, how should they be framed
34 Anonymous 11:06:46

Is it time to discuss an adaptation finance goal? 1 Anonymous 11:07:18

Where does public climate finance in reality come from? Isn’t most of this ODA - and not really new and additional? 2 Anonymous 11:09:25

How can we broaden the range of contributors? 0 Anonymous 11:09:28

Can panelist address issues on long gestation period for climate finance and  issues of additionality of any finance  Is  

very important.
0

Eng. Joseph Oriono 

Eyatu
11:09:34

how do we avoid ODA  to be TRIPLE COUNTED as: (a) aimed at poverty reduction; (b) adaptation & mitigation; and 

possibly (c) loss and damage finance?
4 Anonymous 11:13:12

How ensure accuracy accountability not only for those who provide funds but also for local communities where the 

funds are invested?
0 Anonymous 11:14:15

why is it that Member States shift to referring each other as 'donors and recipients' during finance negotiations? 1 Anonymous 11:16:32

Should the CIFs SUNSET? ? 8 Anonymous 11:18:01

What the GCF representative says about direct access entities fiduciary and ESS seems to contradict the ODI 

presentation (increasingly able to meet standards)
1 Anonymous 11:19:00

How is the GCF replenishment going now? It is one of the most important thing for scaling up the long term finance 2 Anonymous 11:20:46

Why is private sector co-finance a much higher % in mitigation than adaptation (MDB joint report on climate finance) 

and what can be done to address that?
0 Anonymous 11:21:49



Why countries prefer bilateral rather than multilateral route of financing? Bilateral is based on the donor countries 

preferences rather global CC perspective.
1 Anonymous 11:23:05

How can we solve the problem "lack of profit" in adaptation projects to enhance blended finance and scaling up 

financial flows to adaptation?
0 Anonymous 11:23:16

Considering that current NDCs are not sufficient to meet Paris Agreement objectives, is it sound practice to use NDCs 

to estimate finance to meet the LTG?
0 Anonymous 11:23:52

How to ensure implementują of cbdr&rc in finance, with Annexes no longer reflecting respective capabilities 

nowadays?
0 Anonymous 11:23:58

How to ensure that climate finance loans remain really "concessional" when blending finance? 1 Anonymous 11:25:31

Dr Riahi during presentation said that not all investments require dedicated finance. What does it mean 0 Anonymous 11:57:57


